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Schools visited by Cell EXPLORERS University of Limerick (UL) team

HSBC

The session was well organised

Map of CE Team FDIAB visits 2021

I understood the FDIAB videos

I understood each step in the experiment

My teacher was helpful

Percentage of total responses (N = 157)

157 School
Children Feedback

6 Schools
Volunteers

560 Children18
Boxes

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree Strongly disagree Missing answer

I could follow the steps easily
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Children's feedback about the session 

What did you like BEST? (Top 3 answers)
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I learnt something completely new
we don't talk about at school

I used real laboratory equipment 

Gave an insight into type of job I
could get if I study science

Why did you like that best?

"I got to
experiment with
real equipment

that scientists use"

% Percentage of total responses (191 things chosen by 155 participants)

"It gave me insight to what
scientists do and prepared

me if I were to study
science"

"It was fun to learn
about something that

we don't usually go
over in school"

"I loved seeing DNA for
my first time. I felt like a

real scientist, I also got
to bring it home"
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Participating in Fantastic DNA in a Box supports young people's science capital
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Science and You

More than before Same as before Less than before Missing answer

Are
interested in

science

Want to do
experiments

Think you
are able to

study
science

Want to
study

science in
the future

Want to
have a job
that uses
science

Know about
scientist's

lives

Want to
become a
scientist

Feel you
can do

science

Understands
how science

relates to
your life
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Number of times the word was used

Percentage of total responses (157)

"No the scientist
was a girl and
wasn't mad"

"Yes but I think that
I learned more

about scientists

from the lesson"

Meeting the Cell EXPLORERS scientists

Meeting the Scientists on Zoom was a Positive Experience

strongly agree agree neither agree nor disagree disagree strongly disagree

The scientist was helpful

I liked meeting the scientist on zoom

It was easy to follow the scientist on sc…

The meeting was too long

I could hear the scientist clearly
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Percentage of total responses (N between 71-74, depending on statement )

37.29

4.24 18.64

39.83

Yes (37.29%) Not sure (4.24%)

No (18.64%) No response (39.83%)

Percentage of total responses (N=118) 

Were the Cell EXPLORERS scientists
like the words you chose?

Top words used to describe a scientist
BEFORE 

Note - approx. 33% of online participants skipped this question because they are asked about meeting the scientist on Zoom, and the UL team uses MS
teams to facilitate their online sessions.  Missing responses are removed from the chart. 



"It was novel for them to "meet" real scientists and
to be able to ask them about their jobs and science
in general"

"It helped them see a career in real science
and experience a real experiment"

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree Strongly Disagree

Training materials enabled me to run the session effectively

Session was well organised and presented

Right balance between presentations and activities

Session content well adapted to age group

 Teachers feedback on the quality of session:

Count of teacher responses from all network visits
2021(N = 23)

I would request Fantastic DNA in a Box again

Teachers agree with the session content and like the experimental setup

Better Than Others Same as Others Worse Than Others

Amount of hands on science

Use of real scienti�c equipment

Provided teacher training materials an…

Possibility of online interactions with st…

Pedagogical aspects offered to teachers

Children independence

Interest of the session content
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Percentage of total survey responses (n=23)

"The whole experience was such a
positive one for myself as class

teacher, and for the children alike.
Extremely organised - wonderful

pack, resources, equipment, activity".
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The
opportunity for

each child to
do an

experiment

The positive
experience of
successfully

completing an
experiment

The
introduction to

new science
equipment and

terms
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Count of teachers (N=23) that ranked aspects
1st, 2nd and 3rd

"I was so impressed with
this Fantastic DNA. It was
exceptional with regard
to the materials supplied
as well as the resources
and teaching aids that
were included"

Teacher's comments on perceived impact
reflect authenticity of session

"The class loved working as "real" scientists.
They would already have a good interest level

but this really enhanced it"

I would feel confident to run the session alone

Top 3 Aspects of the Session

Teacher feedback from all
visits 2021 (23 teachers)

An excellent session very
professional and well
organised, yet at an
appropriate level for
primary school children -
thank you to all involved!

According to teachers, Cell EXPLORERS performs better than other science visitors



Pictures of the University of Limerick team & children's drawings of Scientists 

Coordinator Audrey demonstrating
on screen at a FDIAB visit 

A drawing of Audrey!


